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Portfolio management systems, like Planview Enterprise®, let project, product, and resource managers map
their plans and roadmaps to corporate goals, and drive strategy through execution across all projects.
Those executing these projects, on the other hand, often collaborate to get the work done using systems like
IBM Rational Team Concert® (RTC). Detailed and specific, RTC wasn’t created to offer project, product, and
resource managers the high-level views and analytics they require, nor was it designed to give developers
direction based on business decisions.
Used separately, these two applications offer their respective users the unique functionality they need, but
until now, there wasn’t an easy way to cross-pollinate between the two information silos.
To ease integration of systems for greater collaboration and productivity, Planview has developed Planview
OpenSuite™, a product line that enables out-of-the-box interoperability with RTC, along with more than
200 other systems. This allows Planview Enterprise and RTC to exchange and leverage data, to ensure
consistency and accuracy of data between systems.

Planview OpenSuite
Planview® OpenSuite™ delivers out-of-thebox interoperability between the portfolio
management benefits of Planview Enterprise®
and the technology solutions you rely on
every day. Now, you can easily share data in
disparate systems to make the most informed
decisions, while enabling those systems to do
what they do best – manage IT service delivery,
control the product development lifecycle, and
ease collaboration and productivity.
Learn more at www.planview.com/OpenSuite.

Use Planview OpenSuite for IBM
Rational Team Concert to:
• Align program management with
development work
• Connect operational plans to
agile execution
• Share project status seamlessly
• Enable project managers and developers
to communicate in their own languages

When Planview Enterprise and RTC are integrated, those heading up projects can easily connect the output
of operational planning processes to project execution by an agile software team to align development work
with program priorities.

• Improve efficiency, productivity, and
collaboration

A product or project manager inputs project specifics, such as phases/iterations and specific tasks into
Planview Enterprise, and the data is exported into RTC. A resource manager selects the staff for a project in
Planview Enterprise and those assignments are copied to RTC. Using RTC, developers can then establish,
assign, and implement the required tasks needed to deliver the requested features. All of the project-level
detail is maintained by the developer in RTC, with a link and status updates for the project leader in Planview
Enterprise.
Story points entered by developers in RTC are automatically maintained in Planview Enterprise; once the
RTC work item is completed, the integration updates Planview Enterprise to show that the story points have
been earned.
This ease of automatic updates further extends the Planview Enterprise support for agile development
projects. No longer is sharing data between these disparate systems difficult, time consuming, or errorprone. Instead, both project managers and those executing the projects can use the applications that work
best for their roles while still communicating effectively to ensure maximum productivity and efficient delivery
of products and services.

Get started today!
Learn how you can get the benefits of Planview OpenSuite at
www.planview.com/OpenSuite.

By completing IBM’s validation criteria,
we are demonstrating our commitment to your
satisfaction, ease of use, and compatibility with
future product releases.
Planview OpenSuite includes support for
the server rename feature that was added in
Rational Team Concert v4.0.
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